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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The mission of this Committee is to modernize and simplify the motor vehicle
registration process in such a way that will benefit the consumer and improve the
integrity of the data and the revenue.
This Committee is recommending the state make technological and process improvements in the
vehicle registration system to benefit businesses and individual consumers while safeguarding the
integrity of the data and revenue generated by the process. This will include streamlining
procedures and paperwork, as well as adding registration agents and sites. Any changes that are
implemented will be accomplished within the framework of the existing fee structure of $3 per
remote transaction. All of this is further explained in the executive summary and the body of this
report.
The Committee makes the following fmdings and recommendations:
A.

FINDINGS:
1. OPPORTUNITIES FOR IMPROVING CUSTOMER SERVICE EXIST: The current
availability of registration sites and the hours of operation of those sites create significant
inconveniences for many customers, making the registration of their vehicles a burdensome and
time-consuming activity. In addition, the lack of efficient provisions for the registration of
multiple motor vehicles from a single customer (e.g. the registration of fleets of vehicles for
commercial users) adds significant costs in time and money for those businesses.
2. THE PROCESS IS LABOR AND PAPER INTENSIVE: Creating, printing, completing,
sorting, categorizing, verifying, filing, storing and mailing of such a large volume of paper
documents in the age of the "electronic office" is inefficient, time-consuming and a waste of
human and fmancial resources. Transfer and accounting of cash on a non-electronic basis is
wasteful and prone to errors. Duplicative, manual data entry creates unnecessary frustration and
delay, misuses resources, and is prone to more errors than electronic data entry and electronic
transfer of that data. Manual verification of data and auditing of secured documents and other
items cannot be handled efficiently or as accurately.
3. ACCOUNTABILITY AND TRANSFER OF REVENUE IS INEFFICIENT: Excise tax
calculation, collection & transfer of sales tax and registration revenue is slow and subject to
errors.
4. INVENTORY CONTROLS ARE INADEQUATE: Manual maintenance and auditing of
controlled documents and other items (such as registration stickers and license plates) is timeconsuming and inefficient.
5. ERROR RATE IS UNACCEPTABLE: Outdated, labor-intensive processing of an enormous
volume of paperwork has resulted in an unacceptable error rate (for errors and omissions) of
approximately 16%.
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B.

1.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

TECHNOLOGICAL IMPROVEMENTS:
•
•
•

Creation of a centralized database at the Bureau of Motor Vehicles.
Provide On-line Documentation I Information
Alternate Means of Verification of Evidence of Insurance

The benefits to be gained from the improved use of available technology include:

•
•
•
•
•
2.

Timely updates of the Bureau of Motor Vehicles database.
Improved inventory controls and improved integrity of inventory.
Availability of a centralized, standardized, automated excise tax computation.
More efficient and accurate revenue collection and distribution.
Availability of technical support for registration agents and consumers.
ADDITIONAL REGISTRATION AGENTS AND SITES

Improvements to the registration transaction process will occur with the creation of additional
registration agents and sites to handle new and renewal registration transactions. It will be
necessary for the additional agents and sites to collect municipal excise tax and transmit the
money to the registrants municipality.
·
The development of alternate registration sites to provide more flexibility to customers and
make it easier for them to register or reregister their vehicles. Current registration sites would
also still be available.
The benefits that would be realized by the expansion of registration opportunities for the
consumer include:

•

The reduction or the elimination of the burden of visiting two sites to complete the
registration process,·
• Increased flexibility in the times a customer may register a motor vehicle; and
• Greater access for customers to the registration process.
3.

STREAMLINE THE FORMS AND PROCEDURES
•
•
•
•

Simplify Forms
Improve Verification and Auditing Procedures:
Update Agent's Manual.
Streamline Procedures for Volume Customers by allowing summary reports,
centralizing excise tax collections, and creating multi-year registrations.
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The benefits provided by streamlining the forms and procedures include:

• Greater efficiency in processing registration transactions,·
• Less frustration for the consumer and the registration agents,·
• Significant reduction in the labor-intensive nature of the registration system,·
• Significant reduction in the paperwork involved in processing a registration
transaction,· and
• Reduction in the rate of e"ors through simplified procedures and forms.
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Letter of Transmittal

MOTOR VEIDCLE REGISTRATION IMPROVEMENT COMMITTEE

December 6, 1995

G. William Diamond
Secretary of State
Augusta, Maine 04333
Dear Bill:
On behalf of the members of the Motor Vehicle Registration Improvement Committee, I am
pleased to submit to you this report that embodies the committees efforts.
Each of us wants to thank you for creating the opportunity to improve the level of service
offered to Maine citizens and roadway users and for permitting us to be instrwnental in developing the
recommended improvements.
In many ways, the motor vehicle registration improvement process is a microcosm of the
transformation occurring in state government today. As public sector service providers, we are
challenged to listen more intently to what our customers want, to critically review current processes to
fmd areas for improvement and to gain efficiency through the introduction of new technology.
. That challenge was understood and met by the committee. People involved in registration
transactions will benefit from the implementation of the recommendations made to you.
The committee's work was completed primarily through a subcommittee process. Once the
mission statement and values that guided our efforts were agreed upon by the group, subcommittees
focused on core issues identified by the committee.
The subcommittees delved into their assignments producing preliminary recommendations.
Using a consensus approach, the committee reviewed and discussed each subcommittee's work product
forming the final recommendations.

It has been a real pleasure to work with each member of this committee. They are a dynamic
group, each freely sharing their significant expertise and energy to produce thoughtful and realistic
recommendations that when implemented, will liberate the registration process for the benefit of all
who are part of it.
John Seiser must be recognized for his facilitation, report drafting and organizational skills that
kept our process on track. His guidance and infusion of humor added greatly to our efforts and the
quality of our report.
Chip Gavin assisted, as always, above and beyond what one could reasonably expect. His high
energy, positive attitude and valuable insights were appreciated by all.
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The submission of this report should be viewed as a juncture point in a continuous
improvement effort. We are all prepared to help in moving the recommendations forward for
implementation and in that way, reach our mission of producing a modernized and simplified
registration process appropriate for the twenty first century.

~t-r-~~

Gregory Hanscom, Chair
Vehicle Registration Improvement Committee
cc:

Peter Beaulieu
Cathie DiBenedetti
Dale Hanington
Garry Hinkley
Charles Jackson
Kevin Markee
Hon. William O'Gara
Ron Ramsdell
Larry Record
Lars Rydell
Hon. Albert Stevens
Peter Wiley
Rebecca Wyke
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I.

INTRODUCTION

A.

CHARGE TO THE COMM:ITTEE

G. William Diamond, Maine's Secretary of State, established the Motor Vehicle Registration
Improvement Committee. In his opening remarks to the Committee on March 27, 1995, Mr.
Diamond welcomed the members and charged them with the task of bringing Maine's motor vehicle
registration system into the twenty-first century. This committee will be performing the first
comprehensive review of the motor vehicle registration process. The hope, he continued, is to
prepare for the future now instead of struggling to catch up with a future that has already passed us
by. The entire motor vehicle registration process must be looked at carefully and directly.
Mr. Diamond noted that the impact of this committee's work will be significant and urged
the committee to consider all aspects of the system and all avenues for improvement. At the same
time, he said, we should not lose sight of a system that must reach out to the public with courtesy
and efficiency. He ended his charge to the Committee by wishing the members the best of luck in
addressing this issue on behalf of the citizens of Maine.

B.

MISSION STATEMENT
The Committee adopted the following statement of its mission:

The mission of the Committee is to modernize and simplify the motor vehicle registration
process in such a way that will benefit the consumer and improve the integrity of the da~.. and
the revenue.
In order to accomplish this mission, the committee considered the following specific
objectives:
1.

Increase the flexibility of the system by making the system more accessible.
a)

b)
c)

Recognize that different circumstances/situations create different needs. One
·
registration process will not meet all those varying needs.
Provide alternative registration methods.
Expand the opportunities for accomplishing the entire registration process at one
location or by going through the line only one time.

2.

Reduce paperwork.

3.

Utilize technology to the extent possible.

4.

Estabiish one accessible, centralized database that incorporates data for registration
transactions and for the related ancillary services.

5.

Maintain high levels of security, accuracy, and integrity for both data and documents.

6.

Speed up the registration process, including (but not limited to) data transfer from the
municipal agents, editing and updating the database at the Bureau of Motor
Vehicles, and the transfer of revenues.

In accomplishing these goals and objectives, certain core values should be maintained regardless
of what the final registration system looks like. These core values are:

1. Consumer convenience.
2. Revenue flow should remain neutral.
3. Integrity of the system must be safeguarded in regards to:
•revenues,
•inventory,
•data, and

•valuation of vehicles.

C.

THE COMMITTEE'S PROCESS

The Committee, composed of representatives from municipalities, private industry, the law
enforcement community, the executive and legislative branches of government, and government
agencies involved in motor vehicle registration and its related activities, worked to develop a
strategy to prepare the motor vehicle registration system for the future.
Motor vehicle registration in Maine has grown considerably without a comprehensive
review. Over a million registration transactions are performed annually in Maine by the 441
municipal and renewal agents, 13 branch offices of the Bureau of Motor Vehicles, and the Bureau of
Motor Vehicles main office.

In order to make the task more manageable, the committee established four subcommittees.
These subcommittees were:
1. REVENUE STREAM I DELIVERY OF SERVICES SUBCOMMITTEE
This subcommittee analyzed revenue losses and gains, aCcountability for and security of data
and documents, the relationship (and/or significance) of value vs. price in determining the
excise tax, and alternative registration methods (such as additional registration agents and
remote sites.)
2. REVIEW OF LAW AND PROCEDURE SUBCOMMITTEE
This subcommittee reviewed the law and the current procedures to ascertain if there were
requirements in the law that hinder the registration process, such as determining the effect of
processing the more than 50 classes of license plates and the inclusion of ancillary
services/functions in the registration process. It looked at what parts of the current procedure
presented obstacles to the smooth and efficient registration of motor vehicles. The special
needs of the International Registration Plan and fleet commercial registration and how these
services could best be delivered were also reviewed.
3. TECHNOLOGY & INFORMATION CLEARINGHOUSE SUBCOMMITTEE
The technology and information clearinghouse subcommittee examined the technology that is
available that might improve the registration system, such as how the use of technology can help
to avoid duplication in obtaining information and ways in which the data can be stored/utilized
to provide one source of data for multiple purposes and/or multiple users. This subcommittee,
along with the Customer Needs Subcommittee, conducted the customer preference survey.
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4. CUSTOMER NEEDS SUBCOMMITTEE
Topics this subcommittee examined included how to increase the customer•s and the municipal
agent's knowledge of the registration process and what benefits that might produce. The
subcommittee focused on ways to help ensure that the customer and the service provider
succeeds at his or her goals in interacting with the system. This subcommittee, in conjunction
with the Technology & Information Clearinghouse Subcommittee, conducted the customer
preference survey to determine if alternative registration sites would likely be utilized by people
registering their vehicles.
The Committee recognized that the areas covered by the subcommittees overlap. The process
was adjusted to address conflicts as they arose. A list of the committee members and their
subcommittee assignments is included in the preface to this report. Some members participated in
more than one subcommittee.
For seven months, the Committee gathered information, interviewed participants in the
system, reviewed systems in other states, analyzed data and discussed what could be done to make a
positive difference in Maine·s motor vehicle registration system. This is a report of the Committee•s
fmdings and recommendations.
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II.

THE CURRENT MOTOR VEHICLE REGISTRATION SYSTEM

A.

PURPOSE
Motor vehicle registration has 4 functions:

1.
2.
3.
4.

To give permission to operate a specific vehicle on the highway for a specified period of
time;
To identify who is responsible for that vehicle's use;
To identify the vehicle on the highway (which serves many functions such as to assist law
enforcement officers); and
To provide a mechanism to collect revenue to support the highway system.

The registration process also serves as a means to collect statistical data. In addition, several
ancillary functions, not associated with registration of a motor vehicle, have become an integral part
of the registration process. (See Section E of this Pan for a more detailed description' of these
ancillary functions.)
·

B.

THE PROCESS

Each year 1.3 million registration transactions are processed. Passenger vehicles account for
900,000 of those registrations.
Registration transactions can be classified as new registrations, in which a vehicle is being
registered to an owner/lessee for the first time, or reregistrations in which an owner/lessee is
renewing the registration of a vehicle previously registered to that owner/lessee. Registrations are
also classified as passenger vehicle registrations or commercial vehicle registrations.
The registration process, illustrated for passenger vehicles by the chart on the following
page, includes several steps relating to ancillary functions before the registration itself can be
processed. New registrations will require proof of sales tax payment and title paperwork. New
registrations and reregistrations both require payment of the excise tax prior to registration.
Evidence of insurance is the final ancillary function that must be completed before a motor vehicle
can be registered in Maine.
Registration or reregistration transactions require handling of secured documents and
registration stickers. New license plates, if issued, also require secure handling.
After processing is completed at the municipal agent or Bureau of Motor Vehicles office, the
paperwork must be forwarded to the main office of the Bureau of Motor Vehicles, where the
fmancial reports are reconciled and the registrations are checked for errors and entered into the
database. Records are stored in an electronic database and microfilm and microfiche indexes are
created as search tools to access the data.
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CHART 1: The Passenger Vehicle Registration Process

< :~gistrant

starts the process .•

: )•With mwiidpaJ ~ent

. ····

!
Excise tax is collected
at the municipality.

I

!
(New Registration Only)
Has sales tax been paid
and title application processed?
If not, sales tax is collected
and title application completed.

!
(New registration and reregistration)
Has registrant provided evidence of insurance?
If not, application is rejected until
evidence of insurance is received.

!
Municipality or BMV
issues registration and plates
to registrant.

!
Municipal and branch office
transactions are forwarded to
BMV main office.

!
BMV main office enters the
registration data from
municipalities & branch offices.

Information verified, corrections
made as necessary and
microfilm/microfiche created
as search tools for datatbase.
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C.

REGISTRATION AGENTS

Registrations are performed by the Bureau of Motor Vehicles (at the main office or at one of
the branch offices) or by municipal agents. 441 municipal agents and 13 Bureau of Motor Vehicles
branch offices, are available to perform registration transactions; although not all agents can perform
·
all functions.
BUREAU OF MOTOR VEIDCLES REGISTRATIONS

At the Bureau of Motor Vehicles branch office or main office, a person must have paid their
excise taxes at their municipal office before their registration can be. The main office processes
speciality plate registrations, commercial registrations and non commercial vehicle registrations
received by mail. IRP registrations are processed only at the main office. (IRP registrations involve
trucks engaged in interstate commerce. They are described in more detail in Section D of this Part.)
A branch office can process everything the main office can process except a few special transactions
such as new registration of specialized registrants for legislators, long-term trailers, etc.
MUNICIPAL REGISTRATIONS

The Secretary of State may appoint certain municipal officials as agents to receive
applications for the registration and the renewal of registrations of motor vehicles, trailers and
special equipment. 441 Municipal Agents are currently certified to process some level of
registrations. In total, they process about 75% of all registrations. There are three levels of agents
corresponding to the three categories of municipalities. Each successive level/category can process
more complex transactions than the previous level, but requires increased training for the staff. In
addition, an agent must have processed registrations at their current level for at least 6 months
before advancing to the next level. Municipalities which have chosen not to process registrations are
called "excise tax only" municipalities. These municipalities only calculate and collect excise taxes,
a prerequisite to registration of a motor vehicle. People from these municipalities registering
vehicles must go elsewhere to process the actual registration.
REREGISTRATION MUNICIPALITIES
"Reregistration municipalities" represent the first category of municipal agents. They process
renewals of existing registrations and renewals of commercial vehicles that do not involve any ··
changes. They also process corrections, duplications, lost stickers, and transfers (for reregistration
only.) There are 441 municipalities which can issue reregistrations ..
NEW REGISTRATION MUNICIPALITIES
Advancing to a "new registration municipality" allows a municipality to provide more
complete service. "New registration municipalities" can process everything that a registration
municipality processes plus new registrations. They also handle title paperwork, sales taxes, plates,
transfers (for reregistration and new registration), and some specialized vehicles such as farm
vehicles, vehicles 6,000 lbs. or less, and motor homes. 270 of the 441 municipal agents can issue
new registrations.
TRUCK MUNICIPALITIES
Truck municipalities, the final category, process everything that a new registration
municipality processes and new registrations for commercial trucks up to 90,000 lbs. They also
handle changes in commercial registrations as well as some specialized mobile equipment that is not
considered a commercial vehicle: e.g. back hoe, mobile air compressor, etc. [self-propelled, but
does not carry a load.] In addition, they process permits such as boosters and special registration
permits (off-road permits.) 114 of the 270 municipalities that can issue new registrations are truck
6

towns. Booster permits provide a permit for a temporary gross weight increase for trucks, e.g.
farmers who haul potatoes for only 3 weeks out of the year. The maximum time period is 8 months.
The chart on page 5 illustrates the process for passenger vehicle registration in Maine. Commercial
vehicle registration follows a similar path, but incorporates verification of payment of the federal
HVUT (heavy Vehicle Use Tax) and the International Registration Plan (IRP) when applicable.

D.

VEHICLE REGISTRATION SITES

From the perspective of the customer, the places where a registration can be performed are
determined by the type of registration activity the customer needs.
REREGISTRATION (RENEWALS)
For reregistrations, the registrant can go to their municipality (except "excise tax only"
municipalities), a branch office, or the main office. Some registrants of "excise tax only"
municipalities can register their vehicles at nearby municipal agencies, if arrangements to process
registrants from those municipalities have already been worked out. Commercial vehicles requiring
changes to the registered weight are not processed at reregistration municipalities.
NEW REGISTRATION
For new registrations, the registrant can go to a municipal agent that has been authorized to
issue new registrations, a branch office, or through the main to the main office.
.. ,
COMMERCIAL VEHICLES
In order to register a truck for the first time, after paying excise tax, the registrant must go to
a town authorized to process commercial registrations or to a Bureau of Motor Vehicles office.
Truck towns also may process changes in gross weight, boosters and related transactions. Routine
truck reregistrations may be processed in any reregistration town.
Trucks used in interstate operations must be registered in the International Registration Plan
(IRP). The IRP is a plan to register trucks in their base state for travel in all states and involves the
sharing of registration fees based on mileage percentages traveled in each state. IRP transactions are
processed only through the Bureau of Motor Vehicles main office principally by mail. Proof of ~
excise tax payment and insurance are required prior to IRP registration.
Truck permit service providers may assist commercial registrants in the preparation of their
registrations and other credentials necessary to operate commercial vehicles. Service providers often
·help truckers to comply with motor carrier tax requirements in different states.
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E.

ANCILLARY FUNCTIONS

The motor vehicle registration system also serves as the focal point for several ancillary
regulatory functions connected to, but not directly related to, the functions of the registration
system. They greatly increase the complexity of the registration process, limit flexibility, increase
errors, complicate training, and ultimately increase the cost of the registration process in both time
and money.
The ancillary functions include:

TITLE

.

New registrations may not be processed without the title application and supporting
document, or for pre 1984 vehicles, a bill of sale.
SALES TAX
New registrations may not be processed without sales tax payment documentation.
EXCISE TAX
The excise tax is a municipal property tax. Vehicles may not be registered until the excise tax
has been paid. This process involves a determination of the value of the vehicle for a new
registration or if the previously determined value cannot be ascertained.
EVIDENCE OF INSURANCE
A motor vehicle may not be registered without evidence of insurance on that vehicle.
Evidence of insurance is currently required at the time of registration and is verified at traffic stops
by police officers.
HEAVY VEHICLE USE TAX (HVUT)
Proof must be shown of payment of the Federal HVUT for commercial vehicle registrations
and permits that are subject to the federal heavy vehicle use tax.
COLLECTION OF GENERAL FUND FEES
Specialty plates, such as loon plates and the University of Maine plate, require special
processing. Part of the fee for this registration goes to fund non-highway related organizations and
activities.
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III. FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Advances in technology, changes in peoples lifestyles and the competitive needs of business
create pressure on the registration system that cannot be accommodated by fme-tuning the current
structure. That structure although reasonably decentralized and comparing favorably with other
states, is not meeting our customers needs.
A more mobile lifestyle and the necessity to find work outside of one's own home
community leave many registrants with the unsatisfactory necessity of leaving work to complete
their motor vehicle registration. The increasing number of transactions and the need for more timely
and more accurate information have exceeded the capacity of yesterday's technology.
Applying todays technology will offer customers more options to efficiently complete
registration transactions. Only then can we utilize our limited personal and fmancial resources to
the maximum and provide a service which does not burden Maine's motoring residents.
After diligent research and deliberations, the Committee makes fmdings and
recommendations as follows:

A.

FINDINGS
OPPORTUNITIES FORil\1PROVING CUSTOMER SERVICE EXIST
Although the current system is decentralized (by the availability of numerous municipal
agents), it is not as accessible as it needs to be. Although Bureau of Motor Vehicles registration
offices and municipal registration sites are convenient for some customers, other customers'
circumstances make those locations inconvenient. Some customers must pay the excise tax at one
location and complete their registration at another. Other aspects of the current system are
frustrating for customers in their paper intensity or duplication of efforts.
• Customers are disadvantaged by having to go to several locations to complete their
transaction. The hours of operation at these locations are often inconvenient for the customer
requiring significant disruption of the customer's schedule;
• Completion of numerous forms and documents (the system relies exclusively on paper .
documents) is inefficient and causes frustration and uncertainty for the customer;
• Customers registering large volumes of motor vehicles and/or customers who must
frequently register vehicles must utilize the same process as the once a year one or two
vehicle customer. This involves repetitious completion of paperwork.

THE PROCESS IS LABOR AND PAPER INTENSIVE
The motor vehicle registration system has evolved over the years into a system weighted
down by its paperwork. Paper documents and forms- which must be created, printed, filled out,
sorted, categorized, verified, flied/stored, and often mailed- strain the human resources of the
system. Dedicated state and municipal employees are smothered by the effort of dealing with the
paperwork. All of the following projects are accomplished manually:
•

sorting and mailing the pre-prints;
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•
•
•
•
•
•

•

completing new forms when pre-prints are unavailable or changed circumstance require it;
a complex, manual excise tax calculation from approved books;
documents and payments returned to the Bureau of Motor Vehicles. (Returns are made by
mail, sorted, and distributed to sections within the bureau.);
Cash transactions which require detailed accounting and transfer procedures;
Verification of registrations to proof for errors;
Entering registration data into the Bureau of Motor Vehicles database by manual
keypunching duplicates the original entry of the information at the initial registration site.
The redundant collection of data and the labor-intensive nature of the data entry method
creates a time-lag of up to 6 weeks before the Bureau of Motor Vehicles database is updated;
and
Reconciliation audits, performed on-site by Bureau of Motor Vehicles municipal
coordinators to reconcile cash and inventory use.

The complex nature of many of the registration transactions adds both time and effort to the
registration process:
• Reregistrations can usually be easily processed using the pre-print forms. However, if preprints are unavailable, some municipal agents have experienced difficulty ob4tining the
necessary information because of their inability to reach the Bureau of Motor Vehicles office
(due to busy phone lines) or the town where the customer was previously registered (due to
the fact that smaller municipalities may only be open a limited number of hours each week.)
• Initial registrations and the less common registration transactions are more difficult to
complete.
• The registration of a motor vehicle is generally a simple transaction; however, the addition
of ancillary functions to the process makes it a more complex and time-consuming process.
• The consumer is not always well-informed about the requirements and forms creating
delays, frustration, and difficulty for some in completing the forms.
• Keeping all the registration agents up-to-date on training is difficult because of changes in
the laws, the reporting system, and the process or changes in the staff. Information
resources previously available have been eliminated by reductions in state government.
• One year registrations require more work than multiple year registrations. Multiple year
registrations reduce the workload by reducing the total number of annual transactions that
must be processed. Currently trailers are the only type of vehicle issued multi-year
registrations. Trailers are not required to be excised or insured.
• Document handling procedures are inefficient, e.g. multiple document processing for one
vehicle is inefficient.

ACCOUNTABILITY AND TRANSFER OF REVENUE IS INEFFICIENT
A system which relies on yesterday's technologies to account for and transfer revenue creates
numerous inefficiencies and opportunities for errors.
• Excise tax calculation is slow and subject to errors; and
• Sales tax and registration revenue is mailed to the State. Lengthy delivery times, in an age
where electronic funds transfers are available at your supermarket, create unnecessary
delays and reduce the revenue's "potential" to the state.

INVENTORY CONTROLS ARE INADEQUATE
The current system require's that license plates, registration stickers, and other secured
documents be maintained at numerous sites with non-automated methods of inventory control.
Municipal coordinators must manually count and reconcile issued stickers, plates, and secured
documents - a time-consuming process that is not always effective. The current system is prone to
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errors and provides opportunities for misuse and abuse.

ERROR RATE IS UNACCEPTABLE
The rate of errors and omissions on forms submitted to the Bureau of Motor Vehicles is
approximately 16%. This error rate is high due to the outdated, labor-intensive processing of an
enormous volume of paperwork.

B.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommended improvements to the motor vehicle registration process fall into 3 broad
categories: Technological Improvements, Additional Registration Agents and/or Sites, and
Streamlining the Forms and Procedures.

TECHNOLOGICAL IMPROVEMENTS
Taking advantage of the technology that is available today is a cost-effective way to update
the motor vehicle registration system and to prepare for its future needs. A key element in this
process is to create a centralized database of an motor vehicle registration system information,
including a method of calculating the value of a motor vehicle for purposes of determining the excise
tax and access to up-to-date insurailce data on registered vehicles. Transfer of data and, when
possible, funds electronically greatly reduces redundant data collection and inefficient or delayed
transfer of monetary resources. Many of the aspects of technology improvements to the system work
hand-in-hand with the other recommendations, such as alternate registration agents and/or sites and
the streamlining of procedures and forms, and wilJ make possible their implementation. The benefits
to be gained from the improved use of available technology include:

• Additional registration and reregistration sites.
• Opportunity for high volume, frequent transaction registration customers to process work
electronically.
• Timely updates of the Bureau of Motor Vehicles database.
• Improved inventory controls and improved integrity of inventory.
• Availability of a centralized, standardized, automated excise tax computation.
• More efficient and accurate revenue collection and distribution.
• Availability of technical support for registration agents and consumers.
Specific activities for improving the use of technology include:

Creation of a centralized database at the Bureau of Motor Vehicles.
The creation of a centralized database at the Bureau of Motor Vehicles and the
implementation of electronic transfer of data wiJJ greatly reduce the labor intensive nature of the
motor vehicJe registration process (see also streamlining of forms and procedures). In addition,
increased automation can be used to transfer funds electronicaHy between the main Bureau of Motor
VehicJes office and the registration agents and between the consumer and the registration agents.
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A centralized database can also be used to create and maintain valuations of vehicles for
purposes of calculation of the excise tax. Maintaining the excise tax calculation on BMV database
will help the vehicle registration process when registered vehicles are moved from one town to
another. It will also facilitate centralized or electronic registration and would result in built-in checks
and balances. The initial calculation of the vehicle value could still be done by municipalities or it
could be down-loaded from the centralized database 1 •

Provide On-line Documentation I Information
Technology is currently available to make training aids and resource information available on-line
for registration agents and customers to access. Two immediate possibilities are:
• placing detailed information regarding vehicle registrations and commonly asked questions
on the WEB on the Maine State Government home page; and
• making all relevant documents (procedures manual, 29-A MRSA, etc.) and a help-line
available on-line in common word-processing formats for use by registration agents and/or
consumers, if possible in a hypertext format. This would be useful for clerical training and
quick answers to common questions 2 •

Alternate Means of Verification of Evidence of Insurance
The current method of verification of insurance (presentation of an insurance card at the time
of registration) is accurate only at the moment the customer receives the written insurance card from
the insurance company. Even this only indicates that at the time the card was issued the insurance
was valid. Constant verification is not possible under the current system. In addition, the present
method of verification inhibits improvements to the registration process, such as the expansion of
registration to remote sites, by requiring a registration agent to verify the evidence of insurance, the
insurance card.

An alternate method of verification of evidence of insurance can be developed that will
provide the same measure of compliance (or better) than the current system by the use of improved
technology 3 • Possibilities include bar-coding of insurance cards which would facilitate verification
of evidence of insurance at remote sites. Some type of electronic link between the insurance
companies arid the Bureau of Motor Vehicles centralized database can be developed to provide
updated information for verification at the time of registration and subsequently, as needed.
Currently efforts are underway on a national level to standardize the protocols for storage and
transfer of this electronic data.

ADDITIONAL REGISTRATION SITES/AGENTS
The committee recommends that alternate registration sites be developed to provide more
flexibility to customers and make it easier for them to register or reregister their vehicles. Current
registration sites would also still be available. Alternate registrations sites that could complete the
entire transaction would need to be able to collect the excise tax for transmittal to the appropriate
municipality.

1

Changing the method of calculation of the excise tax is beyond the scope of this committee's assignment. A study identifying factual
examples of potential benefits to improving the process (perhaps by automation of the calculation) should be conducted before any
~hanges are made in the excise tax calculation methodology.
Vermont already has all their major procedures available on-line in a hypertext document.
3
Any change in insurance requirements will require coordination with the Bureau of Insurance, the various insurance companies doing
business in Maine and possibly other states.
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One of the difficulties encountered in exploring other possible registration sites is the need to
include facilities and processes for the ancillary services: collection of excise tax, issuance of special
plates, insurance verification, etc. The use of advanced technologies will assist this process. In
certain instances alternative registration sites will not be able to provide all the services necessary or
not be elected for use by the customer. Current registration and reregistration sites will continue to
be available for those transactions.
A more complete discussion of the possibilities for alternative registration agents and sites is
contained in Appendix B. The benefits that would be realized by the expansion of registration
opportunities for the consumer include:

The reduction or the elimination of the burden of visiting two sites to complete the
registration process;
• Increased flexibility in the times a customer may register a motor vehicle,· and
• Greater access for customers to the registration process.
•

STREAMLThffiPROCEDURESANDFORMS
·. Simplify Forms
Maine is currently moving to a single form for almost all types of reregistration and is combining
the forms for initial registration with the forms for title and the sales & excise tax requirements and
will be maintaining the information for the various registrations classes on a single database.
• All annual registrations (cars, trucks, trailers, special mobile equipment, etc.) should be in
the same Bureau of Motor Vehicles database and should use the same registration forms.
Boosters (trucks) should be done on the same type of form as the initial registration. Ulls
makes printing from the electronic systems easier and facilitates inventory control.
• The current registration form is being modified to provide all the information on the front of
the form. Information currently not being used or available elsewhere in the database will
not be collected.
• There are currently over 40 different types of specialty plates issued4 • The variety of
forms required to register vehicles for specialty plates inhibits the efficient processing
of registrations. Multiple registration classes also increases the complexity of the
process, particularly in regard to training of agents and explanations to customers.-This problem is being resolved by the efforts to create a single form for almost all··
classes of specialty plates.

Improve Verification and Auditing Procedures:
Verification of data can be accomplished retrospectively through an audit process rather than
prospectively, as is currently being accomplished. This can be accomplished because of the
automation of. the registration process and the establishment of a centralized database.
4 There are currently two main types of registration classes: (a) classification by type of vehicle and (b) classification for other purposes:
specialty plates/affinity plates and for fund-raising purposes. Initially, specialty plates were created to identify a specific vehicle type and
indicate how the vehicle was used. This category includes trailer plates, passenger plates, tractor, plates, commercial plates, equipment
plates, hire plates, bus plates, etc. During the last 20 years two other categories of specialty plates have been created: one category
recognizes specific groups or organizations (such as the disabled plates and veteran plates) and the other category was established to
generate revenue, such as the vanity plates, the conservation plates and the University of Maine System plates. Each specialty plate has a
unique design and is identified by a special class code in the Bureau of Motor Vehicles database.
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Streamline Procedures for Volume Customers:
ALLOW SUMMARY REPORTS: Customers registering large numbers of vehicles may benefit
from receiving summary reports of registrations and excise tax payments. Rather than signing each
registration and then validating it, the customer could sign the summary report.
CENTRALIZE EXCISE TAX COLLECTION: For large commercial fleets registering in more than
one town, it may be more practical for BMV to collect tax and transmit it to the towns. Initial
calculation (and collection) of the tax would still be conducted in the towns. For IRP registrants,
excise tax should be centralized as part of the IRP billing process. This would eliminate one step in
the process for the customer.
·
MULTI-YEAR REGISTRATIONS: One possibility for motor vehicles is to offer multi-year plates
and registration for large fleets of vehicles. The registrant could be billed annually for excise tax by
the town and for registration fees by BMV. [Failure to pay could result in suspension].
The benefits provided by streamlining the forms and procedures include:

• Greater efficiency in processing registration transactions,·
• Less frustration for the consumer and the registration agents;
• Significant reduction in the labor-intensive nature of the registration system;
• Significant reduction in the paperwork involved in processing a registration transaction; and
• Reduction in the rate of e"ors through simplified procedures and forms.

C.

CONCLUSORY STATEMENT

The opportunities of available technology, demands from changing lifestyles, pressure placed
on business and industry to compete in an international economy demand that the registration system
be reengineered. It is a system that must safeguard documents and data and 'insure the integrity of
revenue collection and distribution. For example, it is envisioned that additional registration agents
and sites be provided to the registration locations currently available. Excise tax would be collected
by the additional agents and sites and transmitted to the registrants municipality so that the
municipalities excise tax collection experience would be at least equal to the current collection
experience. In short, it must complement and not detract from the needs of customers and other
registration process participants.
You are urged to seriously consider the recommendations proposed in this report.
It is difficult to estimate costs for implementing the changes in this system. So many
variables exist within each possible alternative registration option, that a detailed costs analysis of
each option is impossible. In addition, vendors and prices are changed as rapidly as technology
clianges. Based on preliminary work done by this committee, it is estimated, however, that the costs
would be reasonable. This committee recommends that a guideline be established to keep costs at or
below a $3.00 to $5.00 per transaction standard, which is commensurate with the $3.00 service fee
which may currently be charged for a registration transaction. With this flexibility, the Secretary of
State may negotiate among the various possibilities and vendors to fmd the best service options
available at the best price.
These recommendations for improvement to the system are being recommended as additional,
options to increase the flexibility of the system and to increase its efficiencies. Neither this
committee nor this report recommends eliminating any of the current options available to the
consumer.
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APPENDIX A: Proposed Legislation
An Act to Implement the Recommendations of the Registration
Improvement Committee

Be it enacted by the people of State of Maine

Section 1.

29-A MRSA § 101, Sub-§ 61-A is enacted to read:

61-A. Re,&istration aeent. A ref:istration aient means a non-iovemmental entjzy authorized
by the Secretmy of State to conduct ref:istration transactions on the Bureau's behalf.

Section 2.

29-A MRSA §201-A is enacted to read:

201-A. Appointment of re:istration aeents.
1.
Authorization. The Secretary of State may authorize and appoint tef:istration af:ents to
issue oriiinal and renewal registrations. and to transfer reiistrations from one vehicle to
another. The Secretary of State may limit a reiistration af:ent' s authorizy to only reref:istration
or original reiistrations.
2.
Service fee. Reiistration af:ents appointed in accordance with this section may charge
and retain service fees not to exceed the service fees authorized in section 201. sub-§J.
3.
Trainini. Reiistration aients appointed pursuant to this section must complete any
trainini proifam the Secretary of State requires.
4.
Duration of appointment. An appointment remains jn effect untB revoked Secretary of
State or voluntarily surrendered. An appointment may be revoked by the Secretary of State for
~

5.
Rules. The Secretary of State. which the advice and consent ofthe State Tax Assessor.
shall adopt rules relative to the registration agent program. The rules shall include
requirements for the electronic transmission of data and funds between registration Bients and
the Bureau. and for the standardized calculation of municipal excise tax. The Bureau must
make provisions for the timely transmission of excise tax to the appropriate municipalities.

Section 3.

29-A MRSA §401 sub-§2 is amended to read:

2.
Content of application. An application must contain~ information reqtJestefl
required by the Secretary of State, including the reiistrant's leial name, residence and address
efthe resistrant; :and. for all motor vehicles, current mileage efthe 't'ehiele,~ a brieffleseriptien
efthe vehiele, the maker, the vehicle identification number, the type of motor fuel~ and.....fur
commercial vehicles. the aetttaJ gross weight of trucks, truck-tractors and special mobile
equipment. The applie!ttien mtJst be signee ~,.the registeree ewner er legal representath e.
The Secretary of State may require the registrant's or leial representative's signature or other
supportini verification.
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Section 4.

29-A MRSA section §401, Sul?-§6 is enacted to read:

6.
Remote transactions. The Secretazy of State may accept applications for registration
renewal by computer transmission or other facsimile means as the Secretazy of State
detennines to be appropriate. The SecretaO' of State may charge such qptional fee per
transaction to defray the costs associated with providing remote transactions.
Section 5.

29-A MRSA §40 1 is amended by adding a new paragraph at the end to read:

The Secretazy of State may enact rules to implement a remote registration transaction proiU'am·
Section 6.
read:

29-A MRSA section 402, Sub-§ 2 is by adding a new paragraph at the end to

Notwithstanding any other provision of the Jaw. the Secretazy of State. with the advice of the
Superintendent oflnsurance. shall develop a means of electronic verification ofautomobile
liability insurance.
Section 7.

29-A MRSA §505-A is enacted to read:

505-A. Multi-year fleet registration.
Notwithstanding any other provision ofthe Jaw. the Secretary of State may authorize
registrants wjth 100 or more motor vehicle registrations to participate in a multi-year fleet
registration program.
Motor vehicles registered pursuant to a multi-year fleet registration program may be issued
registration credentials for a period not to exceed five years. The Secretary of State shal I
establish a method for the annual verification and collection of apprqpriate registration fees and
excise taxes.
The Sycretary of State may adopt rules for the implementation of a multi-year fleet registration
program.

36 MRSA §1482, Sub-§1, paragraph Cis amended by adding two new
Section 8.
paragraphs to read:
For vehicles being registered pursuant to 29-A MRSA section 405 sub-§ 1. paragraph C. the
excise tax shall be prorated for the number of months in the vehicle's registration.
The State Tax Assessor. with the advice and consent of the Secretary of State. shall certify
software for the electronic calculation of automobile excise tax pursuant to 29-A MRSA
section 201-A.
Section 9.

36 MRSA § 1484 sub-§3, paragraph E is enacted to read:

E
Notwithstanding any other provision ofthjs section. for a reregistration. the Secretary
of State is authorized to collect excise tax on behalf of municipalities and to transmit that tax to
the appropriate municipality.
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Statement of fact
This bill enacts the recommendations of the Secretary of State's Registration Improvement
Committee. The Committee's purpose was to fmd ways to simplify the motor vehicle
registration process, and to find alternate methods of processing registrations in order to
improve customer service. This bill would allow many vehicle registrations to be processed
at locations such as car dealerships, other third party providers, shopping center kiosks,
A TM machines, by mail, and by home computer. The bill protects municipal excise tax
revenues.
· Section I.
Adds a defmition of registration agent. A registration agent would be a
non-governmental entity authorized to conduct registration transactions under the Secretary
of State's direction.
Section 2.
Establishes the non-governmental vehicle registration program and allows
the Secretary of State to approve and remove registration agents. Permits agents to charge
the same service fees as municipalities performing the same registration services.
Provides for the advice and consent of the State Tax Assessor (relative to excise and sales
tax.)
Requires timely transmission of excise to towns.
Provides for rulemaking, especially for the electronic transmission of data and funds
between agents and BMV, and between BMV and the towns.

Section 3.

Clarifies the information required on the registration document.

Section 4.
Makes clear that the Secretary of State may accept and process remote
registration transactions, and may charge a fee per transaction to defray costs.

Section 5.
program.

Provides for rulemaking to implement a remote registration transaction

Section 6.

Provides for the possible alternate methods of insurance verification.

Section 7.
Provides for optional multi-year fleet registrations for registrants with 100
or more registrations with annual billing for registration fees and excise taxes.
Section 8.
Provides that for a vehicle being added to a to a fleet with a common
expiration date that the excise tax shaH be prorated for the actual number of months in the
registration. Currently, registrants pay for twelve month of excise regardless.
Section 9.
Permits the Secretary of State to coJiect excise tax on behalf of
municipalities and to transmit the tax to the appropriate towns.
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APPENDIX B: Alternate Registration Sites
The discussion of alternate registration sites by the Committee provided a wide
range of possibilities. Each possibility must be carefully evaluated for costeffectiveness and for its ultimate potential use by the consumer. The survey (See
Appendix C) provided some clues as to what consumer preferences are at this time.
The legislation proposed in this report will allow the Bureau of Motor Vehicles to
assess each possible alternate registration site and evaluate its effectiveness and its
cost in order to determine how best to proceed from this point in improving the motor
vehicle registration system. Alternate registration sites fell into two broad categories:
Authorizing additional agents and remote registration sites. Some possibilities within
each category are discussed in this appendix.
AUTHORIZING ADDmONAL AGENTS:
POINT OF SALE SITES: Automobile dealers selling new and used cars are
potential registration agents. New and used car sales transactions involve a
considerable amount of paperwork, much of which overlaps with the paperwork
involved for registering vehicles. Automobile dealerships which wish to offer
registration and reregistration services as a service to their customers would be
able to verify insurance (they frequently verify insurance now for financing
reasons), obta.ffi_ the appropriate. excise wccalcyla~ioJ:}_from__l!._central~<!.§tate
database, _forward the nec.essary .taxes and fees to the municipality and the state,
and Issue the registration sticker and, if necessar{origmarplates. Speeialty plates
would not be issued at the dealers because of the logistics involved.
OTHER SITES: Other services relating to automotive use such as insurance
providers, travel service providers (like AAA), etc. may also be logical and
convenient possibilities as registration sites. Personnel employed in those
industries could be authorized as registration agents to further increase the
available registration sites for the consumer.
REMOTE REGISTRATION SITES:
The availability of a centralized database for identification of the customer,
calculation of excise tax and alternative methods of verifying a person's insurance
status will overcome many obstacles reregistration at a remote site may initially
present.
Use of credit cards, debit cards, and electronic funds transfers (EFT) should
be explored and offered wherever appropriate. EFT may be appropriate for
transmittals in both directions between the Bureau of Motor Vehicles and the
municipal agents and between the Bureau of Motor Vehicles and large volume
customers or other service providers.
Possible remote registration sites include:
KIOSK REREGISTRATION
Reregistration transactions should be completed at kiosks for most transactions. If
cost effective, registration stickers should be printed on site at the kiosk.
Otherwise, a temporary receipt could provide proof of registration until the
stickers and other documentation is mailed to the consumer. The use of existing
sites, such as automatic teller machines (ATM) should also be adapted to include
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.
vehicle reregistration facilities.
MAIL-IN REREGISTRATION
Mail-in procedures should be refmed to allow customers to mail a preprinted
reregistration form to a designated location. The form would be bar coded and
would contain the next years excise tax calculation.
The customer would make any necessary changes to the information on the form
and send it with payment enclosed to a designated location. An automated
response telephone line should be available to provide customer information and
assistance.
A processing center would record and store the registration information and
return by mail, the updated registration.
PHONE REREGISIRATION
Phone registration procedures should be established to provide customers with the
option of telephoning the necessary information to the Bureau of Motor Vehicles
or municipal agents.
COMPUTER REREGISTRATION
Direct dial-in access to one or more centralized locations should be available to
provide those growing number of customers with a computer and a modem (or
access to the same) with the option of reregistering their vehicles by computer.
This could be accomplished from the home, from a work site, or from a public
terminal available at libraries or other locations in the state.
Citizens should have the opportunity to perform routine transactions through their
home computer using the Internet or e-mail. For example, changes of address
could be flied with the Bureau of Motor Vehicles electronically, with the
document being mailed to the customer. Any system set up to perform this for
registrations should also be utilized for driver's licenses.
Certain transactions that do not involve secondary requirements (such as some of
the ancillary functions) should be conducted electronically. For example,
temporary increases in registered gross weight for trucks could be e-mailed or
faxed to the Commercial Vehicle Division. Once payment is verified, a
temporary credential could be faxed back, with the permanent credential to
follow in the mail. Requests for information could be received and processed
electronically.
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APPENDIX C: Maine Survey Procedures & Results
SURVEY OF REGISTRATION CUSTOMERS
The survey provides a window into customer attitudes toward the current system of
registering vehicles and their openness to alternative methods of paying their excise
tax and completing a registration. The survey had two components. One component
collected information from customers when they transacted business at their town
office. The other attempted to collect information from customers purchasing
vehicles from car dealers.
TOWN OFFICE SURVEY
The sample of customers at town office was stratified into three groups based on the
size of the town. This was done to assure an adequate number of individuals in each
group. Towns were selected randomly and given enough survey forms to cover the
customers seen in an average month. One thousand surveys were distributed to towns
in each of the three size categories. The large town groups returned about one half of
the surveys, the middle size towns returned about 60%, and the small town group
40%. The responses are analyzed separately for each of the three groups of towns
since the sampling and return rates varied and because there are some interesting
differences.
CHOICE OF LOCATION
A preponderance of respondents in each size group registered their vehicles at their
town office when the paid their excise tax. The main reasons given were "convenient
location," and "save time." "Available hours" was indicated by approximately half
of the respondents in medium and small towns and even less often by respondents in
large towns.
A moderate number (9%) of respondents in large towns indicated they were going to
register their vehicle at a BMV branch office. Only 4% and 3% respectively of
respondents from medium and small towns used a BMV branch office. "Not
available in town office" was given by a significant number in all groups and
"transaction costs" appeared as a reason for 30% in small towns.
Five percent of respondents in small towns indicted they registered in a neighboring
town because registration services were "not available in their town". The number of
respondents from large and medium sized towns indicating they registered in another
town was insignificant.
ALTERNATIVE METHODS OF REGISTERING A NEWLY ACQUIRED
VEHICLE
In response to the hypothetical question of whether they would like to be able to
register at the dealership when they bought a new or used vehicle, about 50% in each
group expressed an interest. The ability to transfer plates from their current vehicle
appeared to be an important requirement. The preponderance of those who would not
be interested indicated they "liked their town office." The written comments
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indicated a considerable skepticism toward the idea of allowing dealers to handle
registrations and collect excise taxes and fees.
ALTERNATIVE METHODS OF REREGISTERING
Registering by mail appeared to be the first choice as an alternative for reregistering a
vehicle, forty percent or higher in all three size groupings indicated an interest.
Registering by phone was generally the second most often chosen method, about ·
25 %. Store or shopping center was also marked off by one quarter of those in large
towns and a slightly smaller percentage in medium size towns. Personal computer or
ATM or Kiosks were chosen by less than 20%. A significant minority (25-30%)
marked the "other" category. The written comments of those choosing "other"
predominantly supported the current system of continuing the present method of
registering and paying excise tax at the town office.
DEALER SURVEY
Surveys were distributed to a number of large and small car dealerships across the
state. Two hundred and forty-eight were completed and returned. These do not
represent a random sample of customers at dealerships. However, the close parallel
between the responses of customers in the Town Office Survey and the Dealer Survey
lend support to the general fmdings.
RESULTS
As in the Town Office Survey, the majority of respondents indicated they would
complete their registration at their town office (79%). The major reasons were also
similar. "Convenient location" was first (75%) followed by "saves time" and
"available office hours." Only 11% reported they would complete the registration at
a BMV branch office and 8% indicated another town office. In both cases, "services
not available" in their town office was the major reason.
In response to the question as to whether they would like to be able to register their
vehicle at the dealership a little under half indicated a positive interest. Of those who
were interested a substantial minority (38%) wanted to be able to transfer their
existing plates. ·This is the same pattern of results registered in the town survey. Of
those who wanted to continue to register at their town office half were interested in
delaying the payment of excise tax. Only 15% indicated a direct preference of
completing the transaction at their town office.
Responses to the question concerning alternative locations for reregistering a vehicle
almost exactly paralleled the responses of the town office survey. Registering by mail
appeared to be the first choice as an alternative for reregistering a vehicle (44%).
Registering by phone was the second most often chosen meth?d (28% ).
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TOWN SURVEY
LOCATION COMPLETE REGISTRATION AFTER PAY EXCISE TAX

LARGE TOWN
MEDIUM TOWNS
SMALL TOWNS

OWN TOWN ANOTHER TOWN BMV OFFICE OTHER TOTAL
OFFICE
89%
1%
9%
1%
529
93%
2%
4%
0%
640
92%
5%
3%
0%
413

-~

REASONS FOR COMPLETING REGISTRATION AT THAT LOCATION
AVAILABLE CONVENIENT
HOURS
LOCATION

SAVE
TIME

SERVICES TRANSACTION OTHER TOTAL
NOT
COSTS
AVAILABLE

ALL
RESPONDENTS
LARGE TOWNS
MEDIUM TOWNS
SMALL TOWNS

38%
46%
51%

68%
75%
77%

61%
58%
57%

6%
7%
8%

4%
2%
3%.

8%
4%
5%

529
640
413

OWN TOWN
OFFICE
LARGE TOWNS
MEDIUM TOWNS
SMALL TOWNS

39%
48%
55%

72%
79%
82%

66%
62%
61%

3%
3%
2%

3%
2%
2.%

7%
4%
4%

470
598
378

ANOTHER TOWN
OFFICE
LARGE TOWNS
MEDIUM TOWNS
SMALL TOWNS

29%
0%
5%

29%
8%
9%

14%
0%
5%

43%
85%
82%

0%
8%
5%

29%
0%
9%

7
13
22

BMVBRANCH
OFFICE
LARGE TOWNS
MEDIUM TOWNS
SMALL TOWNS

28%
14%
8%

40%
21%
17%

17%
11%
8%

34%
64%
67%

19%
14%
33%

15%
14%
8%

47
28
12
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REGISTRATION AT DEALERSHIP
ANY YEs·
LARGE TOWNS
MEDIUM TOWNS
SMALL TOWNS

ANY NO

53%
55%
43%

TOTAL

46%
42%
55%

529 LARGE TOWNS
· 640 MEDIUM TOWNS
413 SMALL TOWNS

OF THOSE INDICATING YES

YES

LARGE TOWNS
MEDIUM TOWNS
SMALL TOWNS

YES IF
YES IF
TOTAL
PURCHASE TRANSFER YES
SPECIALTY EXISTING
PLATE
PLATES

63%
61%
58%

15%
17%
17%

42%
41%
40%

279
351
179

OF THOSE INDICATING NO
NO NO DELAY NO LIKE TOTAL
PAYMENT TOWN
NO

EXCISE
TAX

40%
38%
37%

26%
32%
27%

OFFICE

50%
243
43%
267
50%'· 227

REGISTER AT ALTERNATIVE LOCATION·
ATMOR
KIOSK

LARGE TOWNS
MEDIUfy1
TOWNS
SMALL TOWNS

STORE OR
SHOPPING
CENTER

TOUCH- PERSONAL BY MAIL OTHER TOTAL
TONE COMPUTER
PHONE

16%
17%

23%
21%

25%.
27%

15%
15%

47%
47%

24%
24%

529
640

13%

13%

22%

12%

40%

30%

413
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APPENDIX D: American Association of Motor Vehicle
Administrators (excerpt from state survey)

To: Members of the Motor Vehicle Registration Improvement Committee
From: Chip Gavin, Office of the Secretary of State
Re: Activity in other states
Date: May 16, 1995

Detailed information about vehicle registration systems in North America is attached, as the
committee requested. The data indicates which jurisctictions use mail-in systems, kiosks or
telephones. The material also details evidence of insurance, emissions testing, safety
inspection and registration cycle information for many jurisdictions.
In addition to reviewing this material, the American Association of Motor Vehicle
Admi.ni.strators and officials in individual states seem to agree on the areas where the most
effort and success is happening.
Much or the most interesting information is detailed on the page marked #49 in the
attached material.
In brief, some key areas are:
1. Mail in-registration
2. Electronic (paperless) liens and title
3. Fleet and dealer direct registration programs
4. Telephone renewal registrations/credit card acceptance
S. ATM or kiosk self-service sites
·
The third (#3) of these areas is an organized effort being undertaken by AA'MVA.

In the very handy category: The states of Massachusetts and Maryland are among the
places cited by AAM.VA and others to be a good place to study and review progressive
registration systems. California was also mentioned often.
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Calitaaaia

Wllpenbu..U.

)(l-imPP'

])lltrilt fll Colambia

Wj.,.....;

Jlawaii
toailiiM

New Bnmnriok
New H.aapGlre

Naill

Newlen~J

Nor& Cuolilll
Nova leoti&

....,Mala
otl•holu

l.bocle Ialud
10\Sth Cuolb\1

TwpJnn
Delawan
New YOlk

TnneCw p[ Title
Warylud
Wiaowl
Np!lmbe•

X...
Bpyinsl Jgpk • klyyp

Alub
CUifoaUa
Wf._.;,

C=mtnl!
AlaaJca
Britilb Colambaa

C.Ufomia

Commmia1 whiolet • nadom poUoe ohoob.
Cca~Dm~ial ~ ·IIIDU&ll)' or IIIDi-uaually; otben • rt.~icba poUoe obeob
Calltomia aqcira emiaicm ialpeGtioD for bi«nai•J MOW&1I u wtU u fDr -tam tide
tnulen. n.. 111101 oettitioaw nqWnzan& for the triDilc of dtll il bue&l oe Ylrio\1l t.aoton
IDohadi"'' "Tltle ODly• or ll'frauror Oaly• • A aoa OlrtUioate II nquind; y.., mocW ol
wJDGlr. Uotiw pow.r,' IQd lize ot . . .
..,., iDipeotioDa.,. ,.quiM who ftb1olN ~~ill aotblr
jmildio1ioD an tint reaJitereclltiu.d iD CoutotiGut &Dd upoA ll'aal6r ot OWWIIkip or a
wW111 10 )'Mtl old (or more).
V.w.le npcntao. .,.. iMpocMcl buecloe tbc ~ ~ DllaWU~ ofhn &e
lollowiq: U. ,.r. 111 year. 1 y.r, 2 Jtlr, ad ·J ,.ar.
Tluola A Bu.e • nery 6 II10Jitbl
ltartiq Mftaar1 1, 19P$
Pliar to traut.r ot owwnhlp aDd aft., imported iDm Ontario
Variel depeDdiDa OD wbiolo
.Ambo'"....
bulel ADd IDbool bmiOI "OfT 12 ~ alCmlcl ....... prior to
~ pretiWiMd fuel vuJ.a 1W17' $ ye&rr, commercial pow. .m 41,000 n.. or ap
rMY ' IDOAthri ~
M1)' 12 momlui all ~ ~ prior to
~ taxi'a wbero nqWr.c! by mucioipll byla.., all tint time ~ - \'Qiolea.
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Iowa

Jll!ly

J:IDiu
W&iDI
Wuylud

OwmisbS

)IJoblpA

2 ..,..
3to4weeb
Oftnt.lpt
14 ...,..

WbiMIOta
V•illi:ppl
Ne-...
H4noD

.....,.

Nortll Dlkota
Qllo
Qnp

I'MitoJUDo
~

louda Caro1iaa
Ttat _,

r ...
WuJUpa

w,.-.
14.

'WNb

09a!Pt

Pl'aD•••d tbroqb oouaty .... _, otftot. ,_. woeb. ldalWa. 1·10 cllyJ.
Jto5dlyl
...... ,dayl
24blnn
4-5 day•
10cllya

....

,

o..nupt

.Odayl
42 liD "

2daya

clar•

tweet

Doe& )'«* jtariD.otioll nqa.in ,.pzr&tion r.oeiptl (oati&a&ll) IG b. omiecl md. \'Uiolt'

All NlpODCflal ~ requ.ire reptntion reooiptl (oertitiolat) to be oarried in tDI ftblole aoopt for tbo
Albina

Ma.-obuletti

COGDtMim.lt
Florida

NiMillippi
Nnada

IDIDoil

•

c~

U.

Newlmo)'
New York
Ohio
Oldlboma
Orepii

Eauu
Warylad

AJahtme

Ylkiclol oaJy.

IDdioate tbo total amber of ltltl ea~ployoe~ blvotv.d In the w~~Ulll

AJWny

AJalb
Alberta
ArizoM
Califomia
CoIondo
~

"n.lawln
Plorida

a.orpa

11f ltlte employeea. Note:
H FuiJ·timl aDd 3

pat.am..

Vehielea are re,iltered It tbt OOUDtJ lnll by mmt)' emploJell.

47 (.0 tiU., 7 ~oar)
400

.,.,;ox. 1:5

237
292 pe~~D~D~nt ad 291 tmaporuy duriaa peat

Eauu

approx. 71

ww.

and oeltitloal of title prooea

UaboM

Ina

JdUo
DliDola

reti~

Approx. 7S
Appox. 500

,as
"'

Bawaii

foJJcnriaa:

10

~tate . .o,...,

~7

~IIINOky

t5

LoiWuaa
NaiDo

UDbon

Wlryi&Dd

10
approx.'i

W...ObuMUI
Wioldtu

140
1400

40 IRP emplofeol, llld tJOO bnDOb emplo)'101.

Nn nata
Wllllllippi
)I. . . . . .

Ne'neb
. Nnlda
Ntw Bempahin
Nrw .Jeney
New Yolk
Nardi CuotiM
HDrtll J:)lbCa
:Hem looda
Claio
"*"hn-

aa..no

Onp'
PriDDIBdwn Iliad
hinD aioo
QaUeo
Jlbodl Wlad
~

. loudl CaroliDI
8oalb JlllkD1a
TRNRFU

T.u
VJrsbUa

·W•"'dDpa
WNtvqiDia

.,... 240
u.bowll
2a

'

S4'7
1S
Uabowa

100 ·100

s.so

50

lOJ
..... 375

•

450
DO
20
50

Vabowll

.0
approx. ISO
1000

'"

200

2'7~

usa
1~'7

"

150

NIA
20

,. • !'etne

sa . u jurilclio&u
AI•'» PM

Oecqia

A1beria

~

Wiohipa
MilliHippl

.AriJaM
AlbDMI

lwtiw
EIDiu

New.u.xioo
Nozth CuoliDI

~

E.at:uoky

otJaboma

Dllnrvt
FlaMa

Loaili&u

'-'tlnaia

it*

Men

Quao

Iowa

Nodbo.kota

WaiDe
Nltyl&Dd
Nl•olm•u.
"bw.ota
Nltlouri

Nova &ootia

IJm·37~

AJub
Briba CobUDbia
Callfonda
Colondo
Co~

D1ltriot of Columbia

Ba'Wiii
JdaiM)

Jl1iaoil

Ohio
Oalario
ONp
J.hocle lllqd
lubtolatwul
Iouth D&kota
Utah

.......

N . . Jarwt

New YOlk
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loadlC.OW.
TIDPIIIII

We&VirP&la
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